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"I wrote that the first edition of this book "communicates much of the  experience, wisdom, and insight that was acquired along the way to discovering  what SCM best practices are and how to implement/deploy them." The second  edition is full of even more practical experience! It not only refines and  expands upon earlier strategies and best practices, it also contains even more  concrete "how-to" information about implementing and deploying them."Brad  Appleton co-author of Software Configuration Management Patterns: Effective  Teamwork, Practical Integration"Read this book when you're getting started with  configuration management (CM); read it again in six months and once more two  years later. Software Configuration Management Strategies and IBM Rational  ClearCase goes beyond the basics to provide a coherent review of CM strategies  for projects of all sizes and complexities."Jennie Brown, CM Specialist IBM  Corporation"This book covers practical software configuration management (SCM),  ClearCase UCM and ClearCase use for project teams. Every project lead and SCM  specialist should (re)read this book before starting a project."Roger Jarrett,  Senior Software Engineer IBM Rational Software"This second edition captures  vital Unified Change Management (UCM) features and concepts. It brings the  entire UCM feature set full circle and lays the ground work for a successful UCM  implementation; Bellagio and Milligan continue where the first edition left off.  The inclusion of composite baseline concepts, single stream development,  performance tuning, and other features and concepts make this the core of any  old or new Unified Change Management implementation.It is rare that a second  edition of a book can hold your interest like the first. This publication does  just that...this continues to be the standard for users interested in Unified  Change Management deployment."Adam Levensohn, Manager IBM Rational  SoftwareSoftware Configuration Management (SCM) can help even the largest, most  complex project teams manage change, so they can deliver higher quality products  faster. The First Edition of Software Configuration Management Strategies and  Rational ClearCase established itself as the definitive single source for  guidance on both SCM best practices and the market's leading product, IBM  Rational ClearCase. This fully updated Second Edition systematically addresses  the latest ClearCase and ClearQuest® innovations, while offering even deeper  insight into SCM strategy and management.The authors each draw on more than 15  years of SCM experience, and the knowledge of working with IBM Rational field  teams in customer engagements worldwide. They systematically cover SCM planning  and deployment, and SCM's use throughout the entire project lifecycle:  development, integration, building, baselining, release deployment, and beyond.  They offer practical guidance on addressing challenges that arise as projects  grow in size and complexity, from managing geographically distributed teams to  tracking change requests.Coverage includes Understanding basic SCM concepts, and  the role, value, and components of SCM systems Mastering IBM Rational's Unified  Change Management (UCM) modelincluding today's most effective usage models,  strategies, and policy configurations Creating ClearCase repositories and  establishing UCM environments, step-by-step Working as a project manager in the  ClearCase environment Leveraging new ClearCase MultiSite and ClearQuest  technologies to full advantage Using the new ClearCase Remote Client to access  centralized repositories across WANs Monitoring ClearCase and tuning it for  maximum performanceThis book is valuable for everyone concerned with SCM:  developers who wantSCM to be as intuitive and convenient as possible; project  managers and technical leaders who must efficiently manage change; tools  engineers; even IT managersevaluating SCM technologies.
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New Trends in Data Warehousing and Data Analysis (Annals of Information Systems)Springer, 2008
Most of modern enterprises, institutions, and organizations rely on knowledge-based management systems. In these systems, knowledge is gained from data analysis. Nowadays, knowledge-based management systems include data warehouses as their core components. The purpose of building a data warehouse is twofold. Firstly, to integrate multiple...
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E-Business, E-Government & Small and Medium Size Enterprises: Opportunities & ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Much of the e-commerce and IT research in small and medium sized enterprises (SME) indicates that these smaller businesses are lagging behind in implementing technological advances. This raises concerns for these SME's success as the Information Age becomes ever more of a reality. e-Business, e-Government & Small and Medium-Size...
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On Lisp: Advanced Techniques for Common LispPrentice Hall, 1993

	This book is intended for anyone who wants to become a better Lisp programmer.
	It assumes some familiarity with Lisp, but not necessarily extensive programming
	experience. The first few chapters contain a fair amount of review. I hope that
	these sections will be interesting to more experienced Lisp programmers as well,
	because they...
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Jdbc: Java Database ConnectivityJohn Wiley & Sons, 1997
This valuable guide provides both the academic side--designing databases--and the practical side--coding interfaces--of enterprise applications involving JDBC. Van Haecke goes into much detail on designing database applications, a process he calls identifying the "business logic" of a program. He talks a little bit about three-tier...
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VMware vSphere PowerCLI Reference: Automating vSphere AdministrationSybex, 2011

	The book is, of course, primarily targeted at administrators of vSphere environments who want to automate tasks. But the subjects that we discuss in the book cover so many aspects of the management of a VMware vSphere environment that everyone who comes into contact with a VMware vSphere environment will be able to pick up something...
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Investment Manager Analysis: A Comprehensive Guide to Portfolio Selection, Monitoring and OptimizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Investment Manager Analysis provides readers with a broad framework that covers the investment manager due diligence process from initial screening to analytical techniques, interviewing skills, and legal and contract negotiations. As it guides the reader through the selection process, it clearly demonstrates a variety of mechanisms for...
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